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Abstract. Computed tomography (CT) images can provide a view of
the patients’ internal organs. This property is particular conducive to
surgery planning. As one of the most common cancers, renal cancer
also can be treated effectively by the laparo-scopic partial nephrectomy
(LPN). However, automatic and accurate kidney and renal tumor seg-
mentation in CT images remains a challenge. In this paper, BiSC-UNet
framework which combines two different resolution SC-UNets is pro-
posed for kidney and renal tumor fine segmentation. Rough SC-UNet
is in charge of locating the kidney and renal tumor roughly to achieve
the kidney region of interest (ROI) in original CT images. The other fine
SC-UNet utilizes the kidney ROI for final fine kidney and renal tumor
segmentation. In the proposed SC-UNet, not only the labeled kidney and
renal tumor are used for training, but also the labeled renal tumor edge
and kidney edge are utilized for accurate segmentation result. A bal-
anced cross-entropy which selects and dynamic weights different regions
and categorys is proposed for category imbalance. Extensive experiments
on CT datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed network.
1 Introduction
Renal cancer is one of ten most common cancers in human beings. The estab-
lished treatments of renal cancer include surgery (radical or partial nephrec-
tomy), chemotherapy, radiation therapy and radiofrequency ablation [2]. The
most common treatment is surgery, such as: traditional radical nephrectomy
(RN) and minimally invasive laparoscopic partial nephrectomy (LPN) [6]. These
treatments are image-based and use computed tomography (CT) or magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). Because of this, major information of kidney and
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renal tumor should be extracted from the images before surgery. Manual as-
sessment of lesions characteristics in CT images is currently too tedious and
time-consuming. Thus, an automatic or semi-automatic kidney and renal tumor
segmentation method would be time-saving and useful in clinical practice.
This segmentation task concerns about two aspects: kidney segmentation and
renal tumor segmentation. For kidney segmentation, several approaches have
shown good performance in CT or MR images. By utilizing random forest al-
gorithms, Cuingnet et al. [1] proposed a two-step kidney segmentation method.
Yang et al. [10] utilized multi-atlas image on a coarse-to-fine segmentation. Tor-
res et al. [9] adapted the B-Spline Explicit Active Surfaces (BEAS) framework
for semi-automatic kidney segmentation in CT images. These algorithms only
addressed the segmentation of kidney. Some of them may be failed when the
shape of kidney changes because of injuries and serious diseases.
For renal tumor segmentation, few research works were devoted to. Lingu-
raru et al. [5] developed a level-set based method to extract the renal tumors.
However, the seed point provided by the user inside the lesion is needed. Prevost
et al. [8] detected the lesion through a multi-scale radial symmetry transform in
3D contrast-enhanced ultrasound data. In CT images, the kidney and tumors
may be similar in intensity distributions and textures. More than this, different
tumors between different patients usually show very diverse shape appearance
and volumetric size according to the different growth stages. Because of these, a
fine automatic segmentation of renal tumors is so challenging.
With the development of convolutional neural network (CNN), it has been
applied into various aspects in computer vision, such as: image classification,
object recognition, image segmentation, etc. Also, CNN has achieved outcome
performance in medical image processing, especially in kidney tumor segmen-
tation. [12, 11] In [12], Yu et al. proposed the crossbar patches, which consists
of two orthogonal non-squared patches and trained two sub-models for kidney
tumor segmentation. Yang et al. [11] utilized a three-dimensional (3D) fully con-
volutional network (FCN) which combines a pyramid pooling module (PPM) for
kidney and renal tumor segmentation. These two works focused on tumor shape
information and contextual information separately. Yu et al. ignored the contex-
tual information in CT images. The network that Yang et al. used is not focused
on the shape information of tumor. To improve these shortcomings, we proposed
a structural constraint 3D-UNet (SC-UNet) for kidney and renal tumor segmen-
tation task. The proposed method considers not only contextual information but
also shape information during training process.
The problem of category imbalance is a common problem in machine learn-
ing tasks, and it often has a serious impact on the segmentation results. Lin et
al. proposed a focal loss [4] and keeps a category balance in the object detec-
tion task. The dice loss [7] balances different categories in the segmentation task
by calculating the dice coefficients on each channel. In the kidney and tumor
segmentation task, kidney and tumors account for a very small region of the ab-
dominal CT image, leading a serious category imbalance problem. We combines
tow SC-UNets for excessive background region on CT images, and propose a
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BiSC-UNet framework. The proposed framework first take a rough network to
get the kidney region of interest (ROI) for the balance between kidney regions
and background and then take a fine network for fine segmentation on kidney
ROI. We propose a balanced cross-entropy loss to ensure the balance between
small tumors and big kidneys.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The details of proposed method
are shown in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, the experimental results are reported. Finally, the
conclusion of this paper is drawn in Sec. 4.
2 Methodology
As is shown in Fig. 2, the BiSC-UNet (Sec. 2.2)consists of two cascade-connected
network. In the first network, the rough segmentation of kidney and renal tumor
will be achieved via a rough SC-UNet (Sec. 2.1) to crop a kidney ROI to get
background balance and reduce the data size. Then in the second network, the
cropped kidney ROIs are input to a fine SC-UNet for fine segmentation. A bal-
anced cross-entropy loss (Sec. 2.3) is proposed to keep category balanced during
the training process dynamically to improve the generalization ability.
Fig. 1. The structure of our proposed BiSC-UNet framework.
2.1 SC-UNet for shape and contextual information embedding
As is shown in Fig. 2, the SC-UNet consists of down-sampling part and up-
sampling part. The down-sampling part is same as 3D-Unet, which consists of
three groups of convolutional layers and max-pool layer. The output of each
group is represented by yidowni ∈ 1, 2, 3. In up-sampling part, the outputs of
former two groups are represented by y1up and y
2
up. In Fig. 2, it can be found
that the y2up is connected by three up-sampling groups. These three branches
are corresponded with kidney and renal tumor label, edge of kidney label and
edge of renal tumor label. The up-sampling groups are connected with the down-
sampling groups, like 3D-Unet. The edge labels are generated by taking use of
Canny edge detection algorithm. The original CT image (Xin × Yin × Zin) is
the input of the network and the segmentations of kidney, tumor, the edge of
kidney, tumor are the output.
From the structure of SC-UNet, it can be found that the edge information of
kidney and tumor are treated as important as the entire kidney and tumor. By
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Fig. 2. The structure of SC-UNet.
the structure of three branches, the SC-UNet will focus on related shape infor-
mation learning and combines the contextual information from 3D convolution,
the SC-UNet can ensure both contextual and shape information be learned on
training process.
2.2 BiSC-UNet for fine segmentation
As shown in Fig 1, the proposed BiSC-UNet framework consists of a rough SC-
UNet and a fine SC-UNet which share same structure as is shown in Fig 2 to
obtain fine segmentation gradually. The rough SC-UNet takes low resolution
images as input and gets rough kidney and tumor segmentation. A maximum
connected component analysis is used to remove the noise region and get the
kidney ROI in original resolution CT image completely. The fine SC-UNet takes
the original resolution kidney ROI image to obtain the fine kidney and kidney
tumor ROI segmentation. Finally, two kidney ROI segmentation masks for each
image are restored to the original size and generated a complete segmentation
mask.
2.3 Balanced cross-entropy for category imbalance
The proposed balanced cross-entropy loss function utilize the L1 distance to
measure the segmentation quality of each region, then the hard regions are se-
lected to calculate the pixel-wise cross-entropy value. The pixel-wise loss value
is averaged in each channel to get channel-wise loss value, so that each category
will be divided by their size to weight dynamically. Finally, the channel-wise loss
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values are averaged in the channel direction for image-wise loss value:
LBCE = 1
C
C∑
c
1∑N
n yc,n
N∑
n
(Sig(|yc,n − yˆc,n| > T )yc,nlogyˆc,n) (1)
where C is the number or channels, N is number of pixels in each channel. The
function Sig(|yc,n − yˆc,n| > T ) means if |yc,n − yˆc,n| > T , Sig() = 1, otherwise
Sig() = 0. yc,n is the pixel label on the ground truth and yˆc,n is the predicted
pixel label probability.
3 Experiments and Results
3.1 Dataset
KiTS19 challenge data [3] is used to evaluate the performance of our proposed
framework. This dataset contain 210 training cases and segmentation masks.
Each sample contains at least one kidney with a tumor and is resampled to the
resolution of 0.781625, 0.781625 and 3 on the X, Y, and Z directions. In our
experiment, 168 (4/5) cases are used for training and 42 (1/5) cases are used for
testing. Random cropping and random mirroring in three directions are used to
augment the data.
3.2 Training strategies and implementation
In the rough SC-UNet, the original image is downsampled to 128 × 128 in the
X and Y directions, and then the patch cropped in the Z direction is input into
the network. The rough output is upsampled to the original resolution and is
performed the maximum connected component analysis for two kidney masks.
After that, the two largest regions are considered to be kidney masks and cropped
as the kidney ROIs. The X and Y directions size are 160 or 192 (if bigger than
160), the Z direction size is bigger than the mask size on Z direction and a
multiple of 16. In the fine SC-UNet, the kidney ROI in original resolution is
input into the network for fine segmentation of kidney and tumor. Finally, the
mask in kidney ROIs are restored to the original size for complete segmentation
masks.
The optimizer of the rough SC-UNet and fine SC-UNet is Adam whose learn-
ing rate was 10−4. The training batch size was 8 and each network was trained
20 epochs who had 4000 iterations. Our framework has been implemented via
Pytorch, and trained and tested on a workstation with the CPU of i7-5930K,
the RAM of 128GB and one graphics card of TITAN X of 12GB memory.
3.3 Results and analysis
As shown in Fig. 3, our proposed BiSC-UNet achieves fine kidney and kidney
tumor segmentation in two steps. The rough segmentation has low resolution
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and rough edges, and has the ability to used to identify the location of the two
kidneys. The fine segmentation achieves a kidney and tumor mask with smooth
edges from the kidney ROI. Cases 1, 2, and 3 show the patients with different
sizes renal tumors, and each tumor is segmented accurately. In particular, the
tumor that could not be detected by rough segmentation in case 3 is obtained
in fine segmentation, demonstrating the validity of our cascade structure.
Fig. 3. The visual superiority of our proposed BiSC-UNet. The kidney ROI is cropped
according to the rough segmentation and the fine segmentation is achieved from this
ROI.
As shown in Tab. 1, our balanced cross-entropy improves the performance
of BiSC-UNet and increases the dice coefficient of kidneys and tumors by 0.012
and 0.005 compared with the standard cross entropy loss function.
Table 1. The dice coefficient of kidney and renal tumors.
Network Dice kidney(std) Dice tumor(std)
BiSC-UNet(BCE) 0.954(0.070) 0.741(0.262)
BiSC-UNet(CE) 0.942(0.078) 0.736(0.241)
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4 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a kidney and renal tumor segmentation framework
consists of two cascade-connected SC-UNet. Our proposed SC-UNet combines
shape information and contextual information and embeds these information
into 3D-Unet. For contextual information, this network takes three-dimensional
convolutional layers. For shape information, the edge maps of kidney and tumor
are treated as important as the entire labeled map on training process. Then,
for category imbalance problem, the framework takes two cascade-connected
structures to solve the big background impact and the balanced cross-entropy
loss to keep kidney and tumor balanced. The first SC-UNet is taken for kidney
ROI, the second SC-UNet is trained for fine segmentation. The balanced cross-
entropy loss keeps the weight of each category balanced according to their size
dynamically. By the experiments on KiTS19 challenge data, proposed method
achieve outcome performance.
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